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Regulation & Legislation:
ELD Mandate Boots HOS as Carriers’ Top Concern
Source: Commercial Carrier Journal
FMCSA Offering Preview of Carriers’ CSA Scores Under Proposed Changes, Seeks Industry Feedback
Source: Commercial Carrier Journal
Pipeline Agency Issues Rule Expanding Emergency Powers
Source: The Hill
House Delays Overtime Law to June 1; Lawsuit Filed by NAHB
Source: CE Pro
Renewable Fuel Standards: US Environmental Protection Agency Proposes Key Changes
Source: International Business Times
WOTUS Evaluated by U.S. Senate Committee
Source: Bowling Green Daily News
Republican Trump Says 70 Percent of Federal Regulations 'Can Go'
Source: Reuters

Transportation:
California’s Proposed Rules for Driverless Vehicles Take Aim at Tesla
Source: Washington Post
N.J. Raising Gas Tax 23 Cents to End Road Funding Crisis
Source: NJ
Spear Keynote Hints at Winds of Change at ATA
Source: Commercial Carrier Journal
Missouri Lawmakers Could Revisit Gas Tax Hike in 2017
Source: Missourinet
DOT, FMCSA Aim for Zero On-Highway Deaths Within 30 Years
Source: Commercial Carrier Journal
U.S. Road Deaths Jump 10.4 Percent in First Half of 2016
Source: Reuters
TDOT Chief: Tenn. Gas Tax Hike Needed
Source: Herald Courier
Are You Ready to Try a Driverless Car? 70 Percent of Americans Say Yes
Source: Washington Post
Hurricane Matthew: Airline Cancellations Soar to 3,785 Through Saturday
Source: *USA Today*

**Infrastructure:**
- US Wants to Build Idaho Facility for Warships’ Nuclear Waste
  Source: *Star Tribune*
- Larson Calls For $10 Billion Tunnel Project
  Source: *Hartford Courant*
- Utah Recognized for Transportation Infrastructure Investment
  Source: *Deseret News Opinion*
- Commission Approves Oklahoma DOT’s $6.4 Billion, 8-Year Construction Work Plan
  Source: *Equipment World*
- NWRA Eyes $1.5 Billion Water Tunnel System Fix
  Source: *Boston Globe*

**Labor:**
- Businesses, Workers in Limbo as Overtime Rule Faces Challenges
  Source: *Goshen News*
- Over 94 Million Americans Are Outside the Labor Force and That’s Almost Certain to Rise
  Source: *Wall Street Journal*
- NLRB GC Moves to Sanction Disruptive One Day Strikes
  Source: *National Law Review*
- Employer’s Duty to Bargain Now (Again) Precedes First Contract Agreement; NLRB Strikes Back
  Source: *National Law Review*

**Sustainability:**
- Are Crystals the Way to Create Energy-Saving Cement?
  Source: *Futurity*

**Resilient Construction:**
- New Poll Finds Georgia Voters Support Regulations Requiring Durable Construction Materials
  Source: *For Construction Pros*
- Declared Disaster, Hurricane Hermine Losses Not Likely to Exceed $400 Million
  Source: *Claims Journal*
- Engineers Debut First Tsunami-Resistant Design Standard
  Source: *Engineering News-Record*
- Hurricane Matthew Is a $15 Billion Threat Headed to Florida
  Source: *Bloomberg*
- Hurricane Matthew Takes Aim at South Florida’s Construction Boom
  Source: *Miami Herald*
- Hurricane Matthew’s Loop Back to Florida Would be 'Unprecedented'
  Source: *USA Today*
- Georgia Braces for Matthew’s Onslaught; Thousands Fleeing Inland
  Source: *AJC*
- Why SC is Better Prepared for Hurricane Matthew Than it Was Hurricane Hugo
  Source: *The State*
- Hurricane Matthew, 'Extremely Dangerous,' Threatens Jacksonville
Hurricane Matthew Battering Florida’s Northeast Coast as Governor Warns: ‘This is not Over’

Environment:
- **GOP Senators Battle to Decide Majority, Climate Direction**
  
  Source: Bloomberg
- **Manchin: Climate Fight Headed to Supreme Court**
  
  Source: Washington Examiner

Economy:
- **Time for Fiscal Policy to Drive Growth**
  
  Source: The Hill
- **Economic Panel: Slow Going for U.S. Economy**
  
  Source: Commercial Carrier Journal
- **US Businesses Added 154,000 Jobs in September**
  
  Source: The Hill
- **5 Things to Watch in the September Jobs Report**
  
  Source: Wall Street Journal
- **The Jobs Report May Be Masking a Monumental Change in the US Labor Market**
  
  Source: Business Insider
- **How Much Will Hurricane Matthew Cost the U.S. Economy?**
  
  Source: Bloomberg

Tax Reform:
- **Corporate-Tax Reform Is Coming. Really.**
  
  Source: Bloomberg
- **Trump Stirs Tax Reform Debate**
  
  Source: The Hill
- **US Tax System Among the Least Competitive: Study**
  
  Source: The Hill
- **Companies Eyeing Banks’ Help With Treasury’s Debt-Equity Rules**
  
  Source: The Hill
- **GOP Reps Warn Obama Against Quickly Finalizing Tax Rules**
  
  Source: The Hill
- **Republicans Split Over Renewing Alternative-Energy Tax Breaks**
  
  Source: Bloomberg
- **Trump, Clinton Tax Plans Lack Proposals for Major Reform**
  
  Source: San Francisco Chronicle
- **Trump Stirs Tax Reform Debate**
  
  Source: The Hill

Government Spending:
- **U.S. Government Spending on Research Hits a 60-Year Low: Chart**
  
  Source: Bloomberg

Politics:
Pence Walks Trump Tightrope by Keeping his Faith at the Forefront  
Source: Indy Star

Donald Trump’s Tax Numbers Sharpen Focus on Treatment of Losses  
Source: Wall Street Journal

New Hampshire Senate Race Ramps Up in Final Stretch  
Source: The Hill

Race Breaking Clinton's Way  
Source: The Hill

Ratings Changes in 12 Competitive House Races  
Source: Roll Call

Ratings Changes in Five Senate Races  
Source: Roll Call

Trump’s Tax Mystery Points Toward the Dealings Around his First Bankruptcies  
Source: Washington Post

Trump Casts Himself as Underdog, Comeback Artist for Use of Tax Laws  
Source: The Hill

Ayotte Stumbles When Asked if Trump is Role Model for Children  
Source: The Hill

Trump Running Out of Time  
Source: The Hill

Democratic Gains in House Depend on Clinton's Success  
Source: Roll Call

Republican Senators Blocked From Political Victories  
Source: Roll Call

Moderator Quijano Did Her Best to Rein in the ‘Mansplaining’  
Source: USA Today

Unpopular Congress Has a Polling Problem  
Source: The Hill

Momentum Shifts in Battle for Senate  
Source: The Hill

Pence Beat Kaine — and Trump  
Source: Roll Call

Once Lauded as a Peacemaker, Obama's Tenure Fraught With War  
Source: Associated Press

Next U.S. President, Putin's Fourth, Inherits Sinking Russia Ties  
Source: Reuters

Trump Facing Must-Win Debate  
Source: The Hill

Presidential Ratings Change: Midwest State Moves to Tossup  
Source: Roll Call